
REEFLECT EXTERIOR
HD CLEANER 

For Exterior Surfaces 

      PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS 

- Free from caustic soda, potash, E.D.T.A., phosphorous compounds

- Non-flammable

- pH (neat) : 10.4 +/-1

- VOC content = 0% (natural fragrance)

- Active on greasy/oily parts, brake dirt, asphalt track, trace of bitumen

- Can be used indoor and outdoor

- A slight deposit may occur during long-term storage, 

  without affecting product quality and effectiveness

- Length of preservation: 3 years

- P/N: RAG201501

      APPLICATION AREAS

Developed to clean and degrease the aircraft’s external metal parts, 

i.e.fuselage, landing gear, flaps, engine cowling, exit exhaust, etc.

Recommended on all hard surfaces, painted or unpainted, 

composites,plastic and acrylic, without the risk of corrosion.

 

      APPLICATION METHODS

- Dilution rate starting from 20% with clean water

- Dilution can be adapted depending on soiling level*.

  Up to 75% for most greasy parts.

A. Spray directly on surface, leave for 1-2 minutes before wiping with a 

clean dry microfiber.

B.Spray onto clean, dry microfiber and use to wipe on surface.

* Do not let the product dry without wiping.

      SECURITY

- Consult Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)

- No R-phrase

- No Threshold Limit Value

- Not classified under the “Classification, Labelling 

  and Packaging» regulation n°1272/2008 (CLP Free)

- Not irritant for the skin - eyes - respiratory tract

- No Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) required while using

      PACKAGING

20 L, 210L, 1000 L (RTU drums).

      STORAGE

- Store inside the original packaging

- Do not expose to temperatures below 10°C, nor above 40°C

COMPLIES WITH AMS 1526 C 
BOEING D6-17487 REV T 
AIRBUS AIMS 09-00-002 

STANDARDS IN L INE WITH 
AIRBUS CML 08ABCI-B

Exterior Aircraft Cleaner is an innovative formula 

especially dedicated to clean any kind of aerospace 

metal part. Based on nature-sourced ingredients, 

REEFLECT® Exterior Aircraft Cleaner is “non-classified” 

under European CLP Regulation n°1272/2008.



REEFLECT MULTIPURPOSE

CLEANER (RTU) 

All surfaces cleaner 

      PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS 

- In line with CML Airbus 08ACA1

- Non-flammable

- pH : 10.5 +/- 0.5

- VOC content = 0% (natural fragrance)

- Suitable for surfaces in contact with food (cf. MSDS)

- Free from toxic solvents, chemical additives and petroleum products

- Length of preservation: 3 years RTU

- P/N: RAG201506

      APPLICATION AREAS

It can be used on all types of floors and surfaces*:

- Steel          - Glass          - Plastic   

- Laminate     - Aluminum     - Lacquered wood

 

      APPLICATION METHODS

Using our RTU Spray/Foam option:

A. Spray directly onto surface, leave for 1-2 minutes before wiping 

with a clean sponge

B. Spray onto clean, dry microfiber and use to wipe on surface

* Do not let product dry without wiping 

Recommended to test initially on hidden part

Rinse with water if to be in contact with foodstuff

      SECURITY

- Consult Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)

- No R-phrase

- No threshold limit value

- Not classified under the “Classification, Labelling 

  and Packaging» regulation n°1272/2008 (CLP Free)

- No Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) required while using

      PACKAGING

500ml (RTU Spray)

5L, 20L, 210L, 1000L (RTU Drums)

      

      STORAGE

- Store inside the original packaging

- Do not expose to temperatures below 10°C, nor above 40°C

COMPLIES WITH AMS 1550 B
BOEING D6-7127 REV PMulti-Purpose Cleaner is an innovative formula especially 

developed to clean, degrease and give back their 

shine to all kinds of surfaces (stainless steel, 

enameled surface, tiles, laminate surfaces, vitrified 

floors, galley). Based on nature-sourced ingredients, 

REEFLECT® Multi-Purpose Cleaner is “non-classified” 

under European CLP Regulation n°1272/2008.



  

      PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS 

- Free from any harmful chemicals

- Non-flammable

- pH : 9.9 +/- 1

- VOC content = 0% (natural fragrance)

- Cleans interior cabin leatherette surfaces

- To be used without water and does not need to be rinsed

- Length of preservation: 3 years RTU

- P/N: RAG201504

      APPLICATION AREAS

Reeflect Leatherette Cleaner can be used on:

Interior cabin leatherette /Vinyl surfaces.

 

      APPLICATION METHODS

Using our RTU Spray/Foam option: 

Spray onto clean, dry microfiber and use to wipe 

on surface to be cleaned. 

*Do not let product dry without wiping. 

Recommended to test initially on hidden part.

      SECURITY

- Consult Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)

- No R-phrase

- No Threshold Limit Value

- Not classified under the “Classification, Labelling and 

  Packaging» Regulation n°1272/2008

- No Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) required while using

      PACKAGING

500ml (RTU Spray)

5 L, 20 L, 210 L, 1000 L (RTU Drums)

      

      STORAGE

- Store inside the original packaging

- Do not expose to temperatures below 10°C, nor above 40°C

REEFLECT LEATHERETTE

CLEANER (RTU) 

For all types of leatherette 

COMPLIES WITH AMS 1550 B
BOEING D6-7127 REV P

Leatherette Cleaner is an innovative formula specifically 

developed to give leatherette back their shine. It can be 

used on all types of leatherette without applying water 

and rinsing. Based on nature-sourced ingredients, 

REEFLECT® Leatherette Cleaner is “non-classified” under 

European CLP Regulation n°1272/2008.



REEFLECT 

CARPET & FABRIC 

CLEANER (RTU)

Removes stains and greases 

      PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

- Free from caustic soda, potash, E.D.T.A, phosphorous compounds

- Non-flammable

- pH : 10 +/- 1

- VOC content = 0% (natural fragrance)

- Active on greases, dirt, mud, stains, without leaving any residues

- Highly degreasing

- Fresh and delighting scent

- Length of preservation: 3 years RTU

- P/N: RAG201502

      APPLICATION AREAS

This product can be used on the following materials*:

- Carpets            - Seat Covers

- Curtains            - Synthetic/Natural Fabrics

- Furnishing curtains (cotton, wool, etc.)

      APPLICATION METHODS

Using our RTU Spray/Foam option:

- Vacuum-clean the surface to take the dust off

- Spray directly onto dirty, oily surfaces

- Impregnate the sponge with the solution and scrub in a circular motion    

  from the outer to inner part of the stain to avoid spreading

- Wipe or rinse off

- Let the carpet or fabric dry and then vacuum-clean it to 

  remove the soil residues

*Recommended to test initially on hidden part.

      SECURITY

- Consult Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)

- No R-phrase

- No Threshold Limit Value

- Not classified under the “Classification, Labelling and   

  Packaging» Regulation n°1272/2008

- No Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) required while using

      PACKAGING

500ml (RTU Spray)

5 L, 20 L, 210 L, 1000 L (RTU Drums)

      STORAGE

- Store inside the original packaging

- Do not expose to temperatures below 10°C, nor above 40°C

Carpet and Fabric Cleaner is an innovative formula 

specifically developed to clean and degrease carpets 

and fabrics without spoiling the colors and fibers. 

Based on nature-sourced ingredients, REEFLECT® 

Carpet and Fabric Cleaner is “non-classified” under 

European CLP Regulationn°1272/2008.

COMPLIES WITH AMS 1630 C
BOEING D6-7127 REV P

      PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

- Non-flammable

- pH : 9.1 +/- 1

- VOC content = 0% (natural fragrance)

- Efficient cleaning for all glass and fragile surfaces

- Fast drying phase with no residue

- Dissolves greases and stains (anti-static action)

- Suitable for surfaces in contact with food (cf.MSDS)

- Length of preservation: 3 years RTU

- P/N: RAG201503

      APPLICATION AREAS

Reeflect Glass Cleaner can be used on the following surfaces:

- Glass        - Mirrors              - Screens

- Windows  - Fragile surfaces  - Lacquered /Acrylic surfaces

 

      APPLICATION METHODS

Using our RTU Spray/Foam option:

Spray directly onto surfaces to be cleaned

- For vertical* & horizontal surfaces, use a cotton cloth and 

  wipe the surface

- In case of greasy stains, wipe in circular motion with a 

  microfiber cloth

- No need to rinse, except if the surface is to be in contact 

  with foodstuff

*A squeegee may be used for vertical surfaces.

Clean the squeegee in between swipes.

      SECURITY

- Consult Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)

- No R-phrase

- No Threshold Limit Value

- Not classified under the “Classification, Labelling 

  and Packaging» Regulation n°1272/2008

- No Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) required while using

      PACKAGING

500ml (RTU Spray)

5 L, 20 L, 210 L, 1000 L (RTU Drums)

      STORAGE

- Store inside the original packaging

- Do not expose to temperatures below 10°C, nor above 40°C

      PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

- Non-flammable

- pH : 9.1 +/- 1

- VOC content = 0% (natural fragrance)

- Efficient cleaning for all glass and fragile surfaces

- Fast drying phase with no residue

- Dissolves greases and stains (anti-static action)

- Suitable for surfaces in contact with food (cf.MSDS)

- Length of preservation: 3 years RTU

- P/N: RAG201503

      APPLICATION AREAS

Reeflect Glass Cleaner can be used on the following surfaces:

- Glass        - Mirrors              - Screens

- Windows  - Fragile surfaces  - Lacquered /Acrylic surfaces

 

      APPLICATION METHODS

Using our RTU Spray/Foam option:

Spray directly onto surfaces to be cleaned

- For vertical* & horizontal surfaces, use a cotton cloth and 

  wipe the surface

- In case of greasy stains, wipe in circular motion with a 

  microfiber cloth

- No need to rinse, except if the surface is to be in contact 

  with foodstuff

*A squeegee may be used for vertical surfaces.

Clean the squeegee in between swipes.

      SECURITY

- Consult Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)

- No R-phrase

- No Threshold Limit Value

- Not classified under the “Classification, Labelling 

  and Packaging» Regulation n°1272/2008

- No Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) required while using

      PACKAGING

500ml (RTU Spray)

5 L, 20 L, 210 L, 1000 L (RTU Drums)

      STORAGE

- Store inside the original packaging

- Do not expose to temperatures below 10°C, nor above 40°C



REEFLECT GLASS

CLEANER (RTU) 

For glass and fragile surfaces 

      PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

- Non-flammable

- pH : 9.1 +/- 1

- VOC content = 0% (natural fragrance)

- Efficient cleaning for all glass and fragile surfaces

- Fast drying phase with no residue

- Dissolves greases and stains (anti-static action)

- Suitable for surfaces in contact with food (cf.MSDS)

- Length of preservation: 3 years RTU

- P/N: RAG201503

      APPLICATION AREAS

Reeflect Glass Cleaner can be used on the following surfaces:

- Glass        - Mirrors              - Screens

- Windows  - Fragile surfaces  - Lacquered /Acrylic surfaces

 

      APPLICATION METHODS

Using our RTU Spray/Foam option:

Spray directly onto surfaces to be cleaned

- For vertical* & horizontal surfaces, use a cotton cloth and 

  wipe the surface

- In case of greasy stains, wipe in circular motion with a 

  microfiber cloth

- No need to rinse, except if the surface is to be in contact 

  with foodstuff

*A squeegee may be used for vertical surfaces.

Clean the squeegee in between swipes.

      SECURITY

- Consult Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)

- No R-phrase

- No Threshold Limit Value

- Not classified under the “Classification, Labelling 

  and Packaging» Regulation n°1272/2008

- No Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) required while using

      PACKAGING

500ml (RTU Spray)

5 L, 20 L, 210 L, 1000 L (RTU Drums)

      STORAGE

- Store inside the original packaging

- Do not expose to temperatures below 10°C, nor above 40°C

      PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

- Non-flammable

- pH : 9.1 +/- 1

- VOC content = 0% (natural fragrance)

- Efficient cleaning for all glass and fragile surfaces

- Fast drying phase with no residue

- Dissolves greases and stains (anti-static action)

- Suitable for surfaces in contact with food (cf.MSDS)

- Length of preservation: 3 years RTU

- P/N: RAG201503

      APPLICATION AREAS

Reeflect Glass Cleaner can be used on the following surfaces:

- Glass        - Mirrors              - Screens

- Windows  - Fragile surfaces  - Lacquered /Acrylic surfaces

 

      APPLICATION METHODS

Using our RTU Spray/Foam option:

Spray directly onto surfaces to be cleaned

- For vertical* & horizontal surfaces, use a cotton cloth and 

  wipe the surface

- In case of greasy stains, wipe in circular motion with a 

  microfiber cloth

- No need to rinse, except if the surface is to be in contact 

  with foodstuff

*A squeegee may be used for vertical surfaces.

Clean the squeegee in between swipes.

      SECURITY

- Consult Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)

- No R-phrase

- No Threshold Limit Value

- Not classified under the “Classification, Labelling 

  and Packaging» Regulation n°1272/2008

- No Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) required while using

      PACKAGING

500ml (RTU Spray)

5 L, 20 L, 210 L, 1000 L (RTU Drums)

      STORAGE

- Store inside the original packaging

- Do not expose to temperatures below 10°C, nor above 40°C

COMPLIES WITH AMS 1534 C
BOEING D6-7127 REV P

Glass Cleaner is an innovative formula 

specifically intended for cleaning glass and other 

fragile surfaces. The product provides efficient cleaning 

while dissolving greases and stains (anti-static action). 

Fast drying with no residue. Based on nature-sourced 

ingredients, REEFLECT® Glass Cleaner is 

“non-classified” under European CLP Regulation 

n°1272/2008.

  


